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Abstract

This paper motivates and presents a correctness specifi-
cation for Internet routing. This specification is based
on three properties—route validity, path visibility, and
safety. This specification may be of use to people de-
veloping tools to check routing configurations, to people
designing solutions to specific problems in the current sys-
tem, and to designers of new protocols and routing archi-
tectures, all of whom can benefit from knowing what it
means for Internet routing to be “correct”.

1 Introduction

Today’s Internet routing infrastructure is unacceptably
fragile. Among its shortcomings, it converges slowly [17]
(and sometimes not at all [14]); it is often misconfig-
ured [8, 18]; it is hard to control and predict [10]; and
it has weak security properties [22]. This fragility causes
communication on the Internet to be unreliable and un-
predictable.

Two important design goals for Internet routing, pol-
icy expressiveness and scalability, lead to this fragility.
Each goal is important because Internet service is not
the purview of a single administrative entity. Rather,
the Internet is composed of thousands of independently
operated networks that often compete with one another
for customers but must nonetheless cooperate to offer
global connectivity to hundreds of millions of hosts. This
“competitive cooperation” requires the ability to express
routing policy, which dictates which routes are advertised
to which neighbors, and which paths are used to send
packets to any given destination. The Internet’s scale (in
terms of number of total hosts, number of independently
operated networks, and the size of any given network)
requires that the Internet’s routing protocols also incor-
porate various scaling techniques.

In practice, multiple routing protocols are used to
achieve these goals. First, the Border Gateway Proto-
col (BGP) [24, 25], which is used in two different modes:
a network’s egress (or “border”) routers use external BGP
(eBGP) to exchange routes for external destinations (i.e.,
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those that are not contained within the current network)
with neighboring networks; internal BGP (iBGP) is used
to disseminate these routes within any given network.
Second, interior routing protocols (also called interior
gateway protocols, or IGPs) exchange routes for inter-
nal destinations. BGP route selection determines which
egress router each router sends traffic to. The IGP is then
responsible for determining the internal route from that
router to the appropriate egress router.

These two classes of routing protocols facilitate both
complex policy expression and scalability, but they also
interact with each other in unexpected and undesirable
ways. These interactions make reasoning about the be-
havior of the Internet routing system difficult. The lack
of any formal reasoning framework leads to ad hoc fixes to
observed problems that ultimately only worsen this com-
plexity. Today, network operators (who continually tweak
routing configuration and handle problems reactively af-
ter they occur) and protocol designers (who repeatedly
propose “point” solutions to various problems) have no
way of reasoning about whether their modifications to
Internet routing will operate as intended.

There are several possible ways to improve this situ-
ation, including fixing problems in the current architec-
ture, improving the ways in which current networks are
operated, and designing a more robust architecture for
the future. In all cases, however, we need a specification
of what it means for Internet routing to be “correct”, and
on ways to tell if the routing system is performing incor-
rectly or poorly. This paper presents three fundamental
correctness properties and defines them formally, with a
view toward developing a high-level correctness specifica-
tion for large-scale Internet routing.

Using the formal specification of these properties, we
derive various constraints that today’s Internet routing
protocols must satisfy to prevent these properties from
being violated. While, in this paper, we apply our correct-
ness specification undesirable interactions between iBGP
and IGP, we intend the specification to be useful for an-
alyzing any complex interactions that arise in scalable,
policy-based routing. Due to space limitations, we have
omitted proofs in this paper; proofs, as well as more de-
tailed discussions, are available in [7].

Our proposal for a routing specification is based on the
following properties:

1. Route validity, which states that if a router has a
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route to a destination, then a usable path corre-
sponding to that route exists in the underlying topol-
ogy. If route validity is violated, then end users
could experience a failure of end-to-end connectiv-
ity, because routers could forward packets along non-
existent paths.

2. Path visibility, which states that if there is a usable
path between two nodes, then the routing protocol
will propagate information about that path. A fail-
ure of path visibility could disrupt end-to-end com-
munication by preventing two connected nodes from
learning routes between one another.

3. Safety, which states that the routing protocol con-
verges to a stable route assignment, regardless of
the order in which routing messages are exchanged.
A routing protocol that violates safety will induce
persistent route oscillations, causing routing changes
that are unrelated to changes in topology or policy.

This paper defines and investigates these properties and
demonstrates how they can deepen our understanding of
network routing. This correctness specification addresses
static properties of network routing, not dynamic behav-
ior (i.e., its response to changing inputs, convergence
time, etc.). Internet routing, like any distributed pro-
tocol, may experience periods of transient incorrectness
in response to changing inputs, but we are concerned with
persistent misbehavior.

2 Preliminaries

Before introducing the correctness properties themselves,
we first introduce some basic terminology for routing. We
explain these terms in the context of Internet routing and
BGP. We first define paths and routes in terms of a graph
G = (V, E), where the nodes in V = {v1, . . . , vN} corre-
spond to IP-level nodes (i.e., routers and end hosts) and
the edges in E corresponds to IP-level links between those
nodes.

2.1 Paths and Routes

We now define two basic terms—path and route—and
explain how they are related.

Definition 2.1 (Path) A path is a sequence of nodes
P = (v0, . . . , vn), where vi ∈ G for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

The definition of a path does not constrain how the se-
quence of nodes is actually constructed. As such, a path
might represent a sequence of directly connected IP-layer
nodes or endpoints of a tunnel.1 Note that deleting some
nodes from a path still results in a path.

1A tunnel is a sequence of nodes that all forward packets to
some intermediate node (i.e., the tunnel’s “exit”), rather than the
ultimate destination. A tunnel may be implemented by a variety
of mechanisms, such as IP-in-IP encapsulation [6], Multiprotocol
Label Switching (MPLS) [4, 21], etc.

In contrast to a path, a route is information that al-
lows nodes in G to construct paths to destinations. The
destination d may refer either to a single node or a group
of nodes (named, for example, by an IP prefix). The
purpose of a routing protocol is to propagate routes for
destinations. Collectively, the routes to d that the nodes
in G ultimately select define the path from any node in G
to that destination. All of our definitions presume that
the handle for a destination, d, cannot be manipulated
(e.g., our definitions do not consider the effects of IP pre-
fix aggregation [13, 23]).

Definition 2.2 (Route) A route is a mapping (d →
vi), where d is a destination, and vi ∈ G is a node en
route to the destination d.

We say that vi ∈ d if the destination d includes vi. A route
(d → vi) received by vj indicates that, if vj has a packet
to send to some node at destination d, it can forward
that packet to vi, which in turn ought to have a route to
d (whereupon this process repeats until the data reaches
d). One can think of a route (d → vi) being used at node
vj as inducing a path, (vj , . . . , vi), where either vj and
vi are directly connected or where the actual nodes along
that path segment are determined by the connectivity
between those nodes, as established by the IGP or using
tunnels. We will formalize the notion of induced paths in
Section 2.2.

Note that Definition 2.2 can apply to any routing pro-
tocol, not just to BGP. In an IGP, the node vi is typically
the router that is immediately connected at the IP layer.
In BGP, however, (particularly in iBGP) the next hop
may be several IP-layer hops away. In BGP, a node that
receives a route (d → v) but is not directly connected to
v must rely on the IGP for reachability to v.

2.2 Induced Paths

We can think of paths as being induced by routes. That
is, while there exist many sequences of nodes between
any node v0 and a node in some destination d, the path
that traffic will actually take from v0 en route to d is de-
termined by the routes that the nodes in G select. In
many routing protocols, including BGP, no single node
has knowledge about the entire sequence of nodes that
traffic traverses en route to d; rather, the nodes that the
routes select collectively induce a path to d. We are in-
terested in making statements about those induced paths.
We now formalize the concept of induced paths and de-
scribe a special class of induced paths called consistent
paths.

Definition 2.3 (Induced path) Let rvj
(d) be the route

that node vj selects en route to d (i.e., it is a mapping
(d → vk) for some other vk ∈ G. Then, the path induced
by route rv0

(d) : (d → vi), Pv0
(rv0

(d)), is:

Pv0
(rv0

(d)) =







φ if v0 has no route to d
v0 if v0 ∈ d
(v0, Pv1

(rv1
(d))) otherwise
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Figure 1: Illustration of an induced path from v0 to d,
collectively induced by the selection of a route to d at
every node along the path. The node vi may be immedi-
ately adjacent to v0 (as shown), but it may also be several
hops away.

where v1 is defined according to rv0
(vi) : (d → v1); that

is, v1 is the next-hop node in v0’s forwarding table for
destination vi.

Figure 1 illustrates an induced path and its constituent
subpaths. The node vi in the induced path may either
be adjacent to v0 in G, or it may be several hops away.
When vi is adjacent to v0 in G, data traffic can reach
vi from v0 via a direct IP link. When vi is several hops
away in G, however, v0 must rely on intermediate nodes
to forward traffic to vi.

2.3 Consistent Paths

In the case of Figure 1, the nodes between v0 and vi

could use routes that induce paths that never even tra-
verse vi. In other words, the path that is described
by (v0, Pv0

(rv0
(vi))) may traverse an intermediate node

whose induced path to d does not traverse vi. To pre-
cisely classify the types of paths for which this inconsis-
tency does not arise, we define the notion of a consistent
path.

Definition 2.4 (Consistent path) An induced path
Pv0

(rv0
(d)) = (v0, . . . vn) to d is consistent if, (1) for

all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Pvi
(rvi

(d)) = (vi, vi+1, . . . , vn);
(2) Pv0

(r(v0(d))) contains vi, where rv0
(d) : d → vi.

Consistent paths are an important class of paths be-
cause inconsistent paths can sometimes give rise to for-
warding loops. A forwarding loop is a special case of an in-
consistent path where some intermediate node’s induced
path includes a node that has already appeared on the
path.

When v0 and vi are not adjacent, ensuring that all in-
termediate nodes select a route (d → vi) will guarantee
that an induced path is consistent. If an intermediate
node selects some route (d → vj) where vi 6= vj , then the
induced path to d may never traverse vi. If, on the other
hand, the intermediate node selects a route (d → vi), then
the induced path from that node to vi will be a subpath
of Pv0

(rv0
(vi)), assuming all nodes use the same function

to induce paths (e.g., if the induced path to vi is based
on shortest paths routing, as in an IGP).

We now briefly discuss paths and routes in the context
of BGP. To illustrate the distinction between routes and
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Figure 2: An example that demonstrates how BGP routes
induce paths. Dashed lines are iBGP sessions from route
reflectors to clients. Solid lines show IGP links.

paths, we examine their definitions within the context of
BGP routing within a single AS. In this case, a route is
of the form (d → vi), where d is an IP prefix and vi is the
BGP “next hop” (a node that need not be directly con-
nected at the IP layer). The path that traffic ultimately
takes from some node vj to the destination d, for which
vj has a route (d → vi), depends on how connectivity is
established between vj and vi. If vj and vi are in two dif-
ferent ASes, then they are typically directly connected.
If they are in the same AS, however, it is common for
vi to be the IP address of an egress (or “border”) router
and for vj to be several IP hops away. The induced path
between vj and vi may be determined by a tunnel, by a
shortest paths routing protocol, using static routes, etc.

If the induced path between vj and vi is not defined by
a tunnel, then the nodes between vj and vi will use their
own routes for forwarding data to d. In this case, the
induced path to d is actually determined by “stitching
together” these constituent induced paths. If all nodes
between vj and vi select routes that indicate that traffic
to d should be sent via vi, then the induced path between
vj and vi will be consistent. Otherwise, the path could
be arbitrary; in fact, it might never traverse vi.

Figure 2 shows an example that illustrates this distinc-
tion. In this example, all routers in the AS are clients
of the route reflector, v3; solid lines show the edges in
the IGP graph, and all edges have a cost of 1. Suppose
that v3 learns two routes to d and selects the route that
it receives from v5. In this case, v3 propagates that route
(i.e., (d → v5)) to all of its clients, as shown. Using that
route, each node ultimately uses a different path to the
egress router, v5. For example, v1’s shortest IGP path to
v5 is v1, v3, v5, whereas v2’s shortest path to v5 is v2, v5.
Even if a node, say v1 selects a BGP route with the “next
hop” v5, there is no guarantee that the resulting induced
path will traverse v5. If an additional node, v6, had been
on the path between v1 and v3, and had instead selected
a route (d → v4), then v1’s path to d through the AS
could have in fact been v1, v6, v4.

2.4 Policy

A noteworthy aspect of Internet routing is that it is
policy-based. The job of the routing protocol is not to
propagate complete information about the topology, but
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to only propagate information about paths that comply
with the various economic and policy goals of each AS.
We must therefore qualify paths in the topology according
to those that comply with such these policies and those
that do not.

Definition 2.5 (Policy) A policy is a function
P(s, vi−1, vi, vi+1, d) → (0, 1), where s is a source, vi−1,
vi, and vi+1 are nodes on a path (v0, v1, . . . , vn), d is a
destination, and P is defined as follows:

P(s, vi−1, vi, vi+1, d) =































































1 if i = 0 and v0 forwards
packets from source s
destined for d

1 if 0 < i < n and vi forwards
packets with source s from
vi−1 destined for d via vi+1

1 if i = n and vn forwards
packets with source s
destined for d

0 otherwise

The function P(vi−1, vi, vi+1, d) is not expressive
enough to capture all policies, but, as we will see, it is gen-
eral enough to capture the policies that are commonly ex-
pressed in Internet routing. Other routing protocols may
require more expressive policy functions. Our intent here
is not to define a policy function that captures all poli-
cies, but rather to allow us to define a policy-conformant
path in the context of Internet routing.

Definition 2.6 (Policy-conformant path) A path
(v0, v1, v2, . . . , vn) is policy-conformant for source s
and destination d if P(s, vi−1, vi, vi+1, d) = 1 for all
0 ≤ i ≤ n.

For simplicity, we assume that paths for which the source,
destination, and all nodes in between the source and des-
tination are in the same AS are policy-conformant.

Although the policy function is defined at the level of
nodes, it is in fact expressive enough to capture many
AS-level policies that network operators commonly want
to express. For example, suppose an operator wants to
express that AS Y should not forward traffic between two
other ASes, X and Z, for some destination d. Recall that
a path with some nodes removed still constitutes a path.
As such, it is possible to express this policy in terms of
the nodes in ASes X and Z along the path. For exam-
ple, the policy can be expressed as P(s, vX , vi, vZ , d) = 0,
where vX is a router that has an eBGP session to AS
X , and so forth. In a more complicated scenario, if AS
Y has multiple nodes that are adjacent to nodes in ASes
X and Z, the AS-level policy would be expressed as an
enumeration over node-level policies.

3 Route Validity

In this section, we motivate and describe route validity.
Informally, route validity says that any route that the

routing protocol propagates should correspond to a us-
able path in the topology. Route validity concerns the
properties of the paths induced by the routes that the
routing protocol propagates.

Definition 3.1 (Route validity) A route for a desti-
nation d is valid if, and only if, the path induced by the
route (1) is consistent, (2) is policy-conformant for all
sources that use the route, and (3) terminates at d. We
say that a routing protocol satisfies route validity if the
protocol propagates only valid routes for all destinations.

Because a source v0 and a destination d may be in dif-
ferent ASes, guaranteeing that BGP satisfies route valid-
ity is difficult in practice. Determining both the induced
path to d and determining whether that path is policy-
conformant requires knowledge of the configurations of
multiple ASes. Fortunately, the properties of route valid-
ity (i.e., consistency and policy-conformance) are com-
posable.

Observation 3.1 Composing a path by concatenating
two consistent, policy-conformant paths results in a new
consistent, policy-conformant path.

This observation implies that if the routing protocols
in each AS en route to a destination induce only consis-
tent and policy-conformant paths to some destination d,
then BGP will only induce consistent, policy-conformant
paths for that destination d. For the purposes of this
paper, we assume that all paths are policy-conformant,
because detecting violations of policy are difficult to ver-
ify in practice. We also assume that all eBGP sessions
are point-to-point (i.e., immediately connected at the IP
layer), which is almost always the case in practice: ser-
vice providers typically apply policies at AS boundaries,
rather than on paths within an AS. Finally, we assume
that the IGP already satisfies route validity; detecting
route validity faults in internal routing protocols is be-
yond the scope of this work.

Modulo policy-conformance, guaranteeing that BGP
satisfies route validity boils down to ensuring that iBGP
always induces consistent paths within each AS. Guar-
anteeing this property is the focus of the remainder of
this section. We first focus on how to guarantee that
“full mesh” iBGP configurations (and protocol modifica-
tions that would allow every router to the complete set
of “best” eBGP-learned routes) always induce consistent
paths; we then derive conditions on iBGP configurations
that use route reflection that guarantee that iBGP only
induces consistent paths.

3.1 Case #1: Every router learns all

“best” eBGP routes.

If different routers within an AS receive different sets of
candidate routes for some destination d, then the routers
along a path from v0 to vi may not ultimately select the
route (d → vi). It turns out that the default iBGP config-
uration, where every eBGP-speaking router has an iBGP
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Figure 3: The interaction of IGP and route reflection may
cause forwarding loops [5].

session with every other eBGP-speaking router in the AS
(i.e., a “full mesh” iBGP configuration) satisfies route
validity.

Theorem 3.1 If (1) every router learns the BGP routes
selected by the complete set of eBGP-speaking routers,
and (2) iBGP-speaking routers do not modify route at-
tributes (i.e., local preference, origin type, MED, or next
hop), then all paths induced by iBGP (within the AS) will
be consistent.

A full mesh iBGP configuration can guarantee the first
condition of Theorem 3.1. Another approach to ensuring
that every router learns the set of routes selected by the
complete set of eBGP-speaking routers is to alter how
route reflectors readvertise routes to their clients. By a
similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, such a
modification would cause iBGP to induce only consistent
paths. Such a configuration not only guarantees consis-
tent paths, but it also prevents certain types of persis-
tent route oscillation [1]. Unfortunately, implementing
such a configuration in practice requires modifying the
large deployed base of BGP routers. Alternatively, an
architecture such as either the Routing Control Platform
(RCP) [3, 9] or the recent proposal for more versatile
route reflectors [2] could implement this type of iBGP
configuration.

3.2 Case #2: Each router learns only

some “best” eBGP routes

If full mesh iBGP were the only intra-AS BGP config-
uration, guaranteeing that iBGP satisfied route validity
would be easy. Unfortunately, this technique does not
scale to large ASes because it requires O(|R|2) iBGP ses-
sions, where |R| is the number of routers in the AS. Large
ASes typically use a technique called route reflection,
where a single route reflector selects a route on behalf
of its client routers.

Guaranteeing route validity in an iBGP topology with
route reflectors is not easy. Previous work has observed
that the interactions between the IGP topology and an
iBGP topology with route reflectors can give rise to route
validity violations [5]. Figure 3 shows one such example.
Route reflectors RR1 and RR2 both receive a route to

destination d and have clients C1 and C2 respectively.
Hence, C1 may receive and select the route (d → RR1),
and C2 may receive and select the route (d → RR2). If
the shortest IGP path (i.e., the induced path) between
A and RR1 is via B, and the shortest IGP path between
B and RR2 is via A, then traffic en route to d that tra-
verses either router A or B will be caught in a persistent
forwarding loop: that is, traffic destined for d will never
reach d but instead will repeatedly visit a cycle of two or
more nodes. A forwarding loop is simply a special case of
a route validity violation.

Our goal is to detect whether a configuration of route
reflectors and clients induces only consistent paths with
a simple algorithm that examines only the static iBGP
and IGP topologies. One such sufficient condition that
guarantees this property requires that the iBGP topology
be RR-IGP-Consistent, defined as follows:

Definition 3.2 (RR-IGP-Consistent) A route reflec-
tor configuration is RR-IGP-Consistent if, for all nodes,
every shortest IGP path between that node and its possible
egress nodes (i.e., the set of eBGP-speaking routers) tra-
verses that node’s route reflector before any other node’s
route reflector and the egress node’s route reflector before
the egress node itself.

Theorem 3.2 If an iBGP configuration is RR-IGP-
Consistent, then all paths induced by iBGP are consis-
tent.

Although this result is a helpful sufficient condition,
it does not guarantee that route validity will be satisfied
when arbitrary links fail, thus causing shortest IGP paths
to change. Designing an RR-IGP-Consistent iBGP topol-
ogy that is robust to link failures is a difficult task. Recent
work has proposed using graph separators as a way of ef-
ficiently placing route reflectors in an iBGP topology to
guarantee that route validity is satisfied [27].

4 Path Visibility

Path visibility says that if there exists one or more policy-
conformant paths between two nodes, then the routing
protocol should propagate routes that induce at least one
of those paths. Path visibility is an important property
for a number of reasons. First, if a routing protocol satis-
fies this property, then every node is guaranteed to have
the necessary information to reach all other nodes.

Definition 4.1 (Path visibility) A routing protocol
satisfies path visibility if, for all v0 ∈ V and for all
destinations d, the existence of a policy-conformant path
P = (v0, . . . , vn) implies that v0 learns a valid route
(d → vj) for some 0 ≤ j ≤ n.

Path visibility states that if there is a policy-
conformant path from v0 to d, then v0 should learn at
least one valid route to d. Note that the definition does
not require v0 to learn all routes to d, nor does it re-
quire that v0 learn the “best” route to d by any metric.
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Path visibility also does not require that the route that
v0 learns correspond to the actual path that traffic takes
from v0 to d.

By definition, path visibility violations result when
some router fails to propagate usable routes. These fail-
ures in route propagation range from the mundane (e.g.,
misconfigured filters that fail to install or advertise routes
for a policy-conformant path) to the subtle (e.g., errors
in iBGP configuration).

Because of the way iBGP readvertises routes, an ar-
bitrary iBGP configuration is not guaranteed to satisfy
path visibility. In fact, even the very simple iBGP topol-
ogy in Figure 4 does not satisfy path visibility: if the
route reflector RR1 (or its client, C1) receives a route for
some destination via an eBGP session, then neither RR3

nor C3 will receive a route to the destination, and vice
versa.

Path visibility is important because it ensures that,
if the network remains connected at lower layers, the
routing protocol does not create any new network par-
titions. Path visibility also reduces the likelihood of sub-
optimal routing. For example, in Figure 4, even if all
clients learned some route to the destination via eBGP,
the clients would not be guaranteed to discover the best
route to the destination (e.g., if a client of the route re-
flector on the far left learned a route with a shorter AS
path, neither the route reflector on the far right nor its
clients would learn it). As such, it is important that an
AS’s iBGP configuration satisfy path visibility. In the re-
mainder of this section, we derive the constraints on the
iBGP configuration that must be satisfied to guarantee
path visibility. We first consider iBGP topologies that do
not employ route reflection.

Theorem 4.1 For an iBGP topology without route re-
flectors, satisfying path visibility requires a full mesh
iBGP configuration.

In large networks, a route reflector may itself be a client
of another route reflector. Any router may also have “nor-
mal” (i.e., peer) iBGP sessions with other routers. We
use the set of reflector-client relationships between routers
in an AS to define a graph I, where each router is a node
and each session is either a directed or undirected edge:
a client-reflector session is a directed edge from client to
reflector, and peer iBGP sessions are undirected edges.
We say that I is acyclic if I has no sequence of directed

and undirected edges that form a cycle. In typical iBGP
hierarchy designs, I is acyclic (previous work states that
I should be acyclic to prevent protocol oscillations [15]—
and it is a good design decision anyway—although we will
see in Section 5 that this constraint is unnecessary). We
now define the topological constraints on I to guarantee
path visibility.

Theorem 4.2 Suppose that the graph defined by an AS’s
iBGP relationships, I, is acyclic. Then, I does not have
a signaling partition if, and only if, the eBGP-speaking
routers that are not route reflector clients form a clique.

The results in this section suggest that path visibil-
ity can be guaranteed by checking relatively simple con-
straints on the iBGP topology, which can be determined
by analyzing the static configuration files alone. Al-
though, in the long term, architectural changes could be
made to guarantee that no configuration ever violates
path visibility [2, 3, 9], relatively simple checks against
routing configuration can guarantee path visibility to-
day.

5 Safety

Violations of safety can cause the routing protocol to con-
tinually send routing updates that do not reflect changes
in the underlying topology.

Definition 5.1 (Safety) A routing protocol satisfies
safety if and only if, given no changes to available paths
after time t0, then, at some finite time ts > t0, each node
v ∈ G selects some route r and does not select a route
r′ 6= r for any t > ts.

Safety is an important property because it guarantees
that changes in routes (i.e., routing update messages) cor-
respond directly to changes in available paths. This in-
variant is important for several reasons. First, if the rout-
ing protocol causes routers to change routes unnecessarily
(i.e., when the paths are in fact stable), the protocol it-
self may cause performance degradations, such as lost or
reordered packets. Second, if routing changes do not cor-
respond to changes in the actual topology, then debug-
ging the cause of an oscillation becomes more difficult,
because an operator cannot determine whether routing
changes reflect problems with infrastructure (e.g., flaky
or failing equipment) or the routing protocol itself.

Safety problems arise for two reasons:

1. Conflicting route selections within the same AS,
caused by interactions between BGP route attributes
and the IGP (iBGP safety).

2. Conflicting rankings, caused by conflicting policies
between ASes (eBGP safety).

In both cases, guaranteeing safety is hard. The rest of
this section focuses on the constraints for guaranteeing
safety in iBGP. Guaranteeing that eBGP satisfies safety
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Figure 5: λR2
does not satisfy determinism. This viola-

tion can causes a safety violation.

requires either knowing the rankings of ASes across the
global Internet (not a realistic requirement, because ASes
typically insist on keeping their rankings private) or plac-
ing restrictions on how each AS can specify rankings and
filters. This problem is the focus of other recent work [11].

Safety violations in iBGP occur because BGP’s route
selection process does not satisfy determinism. Determin-
ism essentially says that the route each router ultimately
selects should not depend on either (1) the presence or
absence of routes that would not be selected in the first
place or (2) the order in which messages arrive. We for-
mally define determinism and explain why guaranteeing
this property is difficult in practice.

Definition 5.2 (Selection function) A selection
function at router r, λr, takes as input a set of routes
Rd = {r1, . . . , rn} for some destination d and produces
a single route ri ∈ Rd. The route ri is often called the
router’s “best route” to d.

Definition 5.3 (Determinism) A routing protocol sat-
isfies determinism for destination d if, for all routers r, if
r has a set of routes Rd to d, λr(Rd) satisfies the following
two properties:

1. λr(Rd) = λr(R
′

d), where R′

d is any subset of Rd that
contains λr(Rd), and

2. λr(Rd) does not depend on the order in which the
routes in Rd arrived at router r.

Determinism depends only on the selection function, λr,
for all routers r. Thus, we may also discuss a single
selection function, λr, in terms of whether it satisfies de-
terminism.

Determinism is important for predictability; moreover,
as the following observation shows, violations of determin-
ism can induce safety violations, even when the selection
function of only one router violates determinism.

Observation 5.1 If the selection function of even one
router, λr, violates determinism, then the routing protocol
may also violate safety.

The following example illustrates this point.

Example 5.1 Consider Figure 5. Router R1 selects
route A given the choices {A, B} and selects route C
given choices {A, C}. This selection function satisfies
determinism. On the other hand, router R2’s selection
function violates determinism: λR2

({A, B, C}) = C, but
λR2

({B, C}) = B. The interaction of the two selection
functions creates the following oscillation:

MED: 10MED: 20
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Figure 6: Instantiation of Figure 5 in a BGP configura-
tion. Router 1 is a route reflector with two clients, R2

and R3. Costs on edges are IGP path costs. Router R2

prefers route B over route C due to a tiebreak.

1. Router R1 receives only route A, selects it, and ad-
vertises this route to router R2.

2. Router R2 has received {A, B, C}, selects route C,
and advertises it to router R1.

3. Router R1 has received {A, C}, selects route C, and
sends a withdrawal (φ) for route A to router R2.

4. Router R2 selects B from the set {B, C} and adver-
tises it to router R1, implicitly withdrawing route
C.

5. Router R1 now has to select a route from the set
{A, B}, selects route A, and advertises it to router
R2.

This process repeats forever, violating safety. �

5.1 Determinism Violations in BGP: The

MED Attribute

It turns out that the above scenario can occur in BGP,
because the MED attribute causes each router’s selection
function to violate determinism. The addition of a third
router, as shown in Figure 6, gives rise to the oscillation
from the previous example. In this case, router R1 is a
route reflector for two clients: routers R2 and R3, with
IGP costs as shown. Routes A and B are advertised by
the same AS, and route A has a lower MED value (and,
hence, is preferred to B). In this setup, the selection
functions are exactly as described in the from Figure 5:
when router R2 learns {A, B, C}, route B is eliminated
due to MED, and route C is selected because it is an
eBGP-learned route. When router R2 learns only {B, C},
on the other hand, it prefers route B over route C due to
the router ID tiebreak. Similarly, router R1 prefers route
C over route A due to IGP, but router A over router B due
to MED. The routing system in this example oscillates in
the same fashion as the one shown in Figure 5.

As the above example shows, the interaction between
the MED attribute and route reflection can cause BGP
to violate safety. Note that this example satisfies the
guidelines that were specifically proposed to avoid these

7
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Figure 7: The relationship between determinism, egress
determinism, and safety.

types of oscillations [20]. Even though not all safety viola-
tions are caused by violations of determinism, eliminating
BGP’s determinism problem can eliminate all oscillations
that do not involve cyclic preferences over routes caused
by setting the local preference attribute. Specifically, by
making the MED attribute comparable across all routes,
rather than just those from the same AS, each router’s se-
lection function can be made to satisfy determinism. We
now formally show this result.

Lemma 5.1 If a router’s selection function compares the
MED attribute across all routes to a destination (rather
than just across those from the same neighboring AS),
then its selection function satisfies determinism.

We explore how comparing the MED attribute across
all routes affects protocol operation, as well as how this
might be done in practice, in recent work [12]. In short,
the primary benefit of making the route selection func-
tion deterministic is that a set of routers within a sin-
gle AS may violate safety if determinism is not satisfied.
Although determinism prevents safety violations such as
those shown in Figures 5 and 6, it does not prevent all
violations of safety. For that, we require a stronger notion
of determinism, which we call egress determinism.

5.2 Egress Determinism Violations in

BGP: Route Reflection

Even if determinism is satisfied, an AS’s iBGP topology
can still cause a routing protocol to violate safety. In par-
ticular, we can construct an oscillation that involves the
interaction between an AS’s route reflector topology and
its IGP topology. To better understand this interaction,
we first define the notion of egress determinism. Egress
determinism is a stronger condition than determinism, as
shown in Figure 7; essentially, it states that, given a set of
routes learned at any egress router in the AS, a router’s
preference between any pair of those routes should not
depend on either the order in which those routes arrive
or the presence or absence of other routes. Egress deter-
minism implies determinism, but it also states that every
router’s selection function should satisfy determinism for
all routes learned at any router in the AS, not just those
learned locally at that router.

Definition 5.4 (Egress Determinism) Let Ed be the
set of routes for destination d learned at any router in

32 1 4
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the AS. Then, a routing protocol satisfies egress deter-
minism for destination d if λr(Ed) satisfies the following
two properties:

1. λr(Ed) = λr(E
′

d), where E′

d is any subset of Ed that
contains λr(Ed), and

2. λr(Ed) does not depend on the order in which the
routes in Ed arrived at router r.

Note that egress determinism is a stronger condition
than determinism because it states properties that λr

must satisfy over the set of routes learned by all routers
in the AS, not just the routes learned at r.

If every router in the AS always learned all routes in Ed,
then violations of egress determinism would never cause
oscillations: given a fixed set of routes Ed, every router
would always see that set and select the same route. In
an iBGP topology with route reflectors, however, most
routers will see some subset of Ed, which means that vio-
lations of egress determinism may cause safety violations.
Consider Figure 8: X is a route reflector client of R1, and
Y and Z are clients of route reflector R2. Suppose that
routers X , Y , and Z all learn routes for some destination
d with equal local preference, AS path length, origin type,
and MED attributes, causing routers within the pictured
AS to resort to preferring eBGP routes over iBGP routes,
and, that being equal, to prefer routes with the shortest
IGP path cost. If Ed = {x, y, z}, then λR1

(Ed) = x: R2

selects z due to its shorter IGP path cost to the next hop,
and R1, having learned x and z, selects route x. If, on the
other hand, Ed = {x, y}, then λR1

(Ed) = y: R2 selects y,
and R1, having learned both x and y, selects y due to the
shorter IGP path cost. Thus, the first condition of egress
determinism is violated.

Like determinism violations, egress determinism vio-
lations can cause the routing protocol to violate safety.

8
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Consider three routers whose selection functions violate
egress determinism, as shown in Figure 9; R1’s selection
function is identical to that in Figure 8. Each router
prefers one route or the other depending on the presence
or absence of a third route. In this case, there is no sta-
ble assignment of routes x, y, and z to routers R1, R2,
and R3. For example, if R1 selects x, then R2 selects z
and R3 selects y, prompting R1 to select y, and so on.
This very scenario can be realized in BGP today if three
routers’ route selection functions fail to satisfy egress de-
terminism, as shown in Figure 10. Previous work has also
observed that violations of this type could occur [16] but
did not observe that these could be constructed in general
by composing egress determinism violations.

Lemma 5.2 If an AS’s iBGP topology is RR-IGP-
Consistent, and every router’s selection function satisfies
determinism, then every router’s selection function also
satisfies egress determinism.

We now state the conditions for iBGP to satisfy safety
using our results involving determinism and egress de-
terminism. Specifically, we show that if MED is com-
pared across all routes (i.e., every router’s selection func-
tion satisfies determinism) and if the iBGP topology is
RR-IGP-Consistent (i.e., egress determinism is satisfied),
then iBGP satisfies safety.

Theorem 5.1 If every router’s selection function com-
pares MED attribute across all routes and the iBGP topol-
ogy is RR-IGP-Consistent, then iBGP satisfies safety.

Our definitions have allowed us to derive sufficient con-
ditions on safety that are significantly weaker (and there-
fore, the result is stronger) than in previous work [15].
In particular, our results show that assuming that the re-
lationships between route reflectors and their clients are
acyclic is unnecessary (although a cyclic topology may
make an oscillation more likely if egress determinism is
violated). It turns out that the only way for a cyclic
iBGP topology to cause oscillations would be for either
the iBGP topology to not be RR-IGP-Consistent or for
some IGP edges to have negative edge weights.

To understand why cycles in the iBGP hierarchy do not
cause problems if the topology is RR-IGP-Consistent, see
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Figure 11: When iBGP violates safety but satisfies egress
determinism, the only way a cyclic iBGP topology can
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Figure 11. In this example, if egress determinism is satis-
fied, then the only case where an oscillation might result
is where R1 prefers route y over route x, R2 prefers route
z over y, and R3 prefers x over z. All other cases where
oscillation might occur (i.e., those caused by violations
of egress determinism) require some shortest IGP path
between a router and another egress to not traverse that
router’s route reflector. For safety to be violated in this
example, routes x, y, and z must all have equal local
preference, AS path length, origin type and MED (oth-
erwise, all routers would select the most preferable route
or routes). Presuming that all routes are equally good up
to the step in route selection involving the IGP tiebreak,
then the only way for such a situation to occur is if the
following inequalities were satisfied:

l1 + l4 < l6

l2 + l5 < l4

l3 + l6 < l5

which implies that l1 + l2 + l3 < 0, or that some IGP edge
weights must be negative.

Theorem 5.1 is significant because the conditions on the
iBGP topology that are required to guarantee safety are
identical those for guaranteeing route validity, as stated in
Theorem 3.2. Furthermore, because there are now known
techniques for generating these configurations [27], our
results are prescriptive, since this technique that was de-
signed to generate iBGP topologies that guarantee route
validity also happens to generate topologies that guaran-
tee safety.

6 Conclusion

Proposals to fix the various ills in Internet routing
have ranged from point solutions to a specific problem
(e.g., [1, 19]) to those advocating large-scale architectural
change (e.g., [3, 9, 26]). All of these efforts will benefit
from a specification of what it means for Internet routing
to be “correct”. This paper motivated and defined three
aspects of correctness that are fundamental to any routing

9



protocol: route validity, path visibility, and safety. These
properties provide a foundation for tools, protocols, and
architectures to improve network routing and, more gen-
erally, can help both theoreticians and practitioners study
and evaluate the properties of any routing protocol. Al-
though we have explored our correctness specification in
the context of today’s Internet routing system, we hope
that it will prove useful for evaluating the behavior of any
large-scale policy-based network routing system.
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